
Grade 11 -  English Language -Answer Script 

 

Test 01 

1. eyesight 2. weak 3. form      4. bus  5. standing 6. seat   

7.  woman 8. she             9. hand      10. lunch 11. hungry 

  

Test 02 

1. d  2. c  3. e  4. a  5. f  6. b    

 

Test 03 

2. We collected all the empty containers and buried them. 

3. We dug a pit and dumped garbage in it. 

4. We cut down all the unwanted plants.  

5. We cleaned the drains which were blocked with rubbish. 

6. We manured and watered all the flower beds.  

Text 04 –  

2. wearing 3. watching 4. mat      5. behind 6. window  

7. curtain 8. trees             9. vase     10. square 11. fishing 

Text 05 

2. d  3. a  4. c  5. e  6. b    

   

Text 06 

 C – 2     L - 3  

Text 07 

(1) Sun bear / giant panda / brown bear / polar bear 

(2) 800 kg 

(3) They love honey, and risk real danger to get it. 

(4) C. The eyesight of the bear is perfect. 

(5) 2. Excessive amount 

Test 08 

 C – 2   L - 3  

Test 09. 

2. King Kashyapa built a fortress on the top of Sigiriya. 

3. It is now listed as a world heritage site. 

4. It is a place of natural beauty. 

5. Many tourists visit this historical place. 

6. It is a pride to our country. 



Test 10  

1. conversation    2. passengers    3. rushed      4. moved    5. station  

Test 11 

1. on a branch/ on a branch on the mango tree 

2. a low wind blowing/ a low wind blowing across the leaves. 

3. a ( blowing across the leaves) 

4. the branch was free of the bulge 

5. a. shifting        b. temporary 

Test 12 

2. its       3. table      4. dinner      5. upside        6. where        7. replied       8. legs 

9. next    10. crane      11. the       12. immediately     13. other      14. said      15. but    

Test 13 

2.invented    3. has changed    4. is divided   5. is broken   6. Sent 

Test 14  

       C – 3,   L  - 3  , O -2, M – 2 

Test 15  

1. a –F    b – F     c – T     d. F 

2. Between April and August 

3. But it was also scorching in our house. 

4. Because the theatre was air conditioned/ because they could sit all day in air conditioning  

5. i. The Sound of Music        ii. Jaws 

6. a. sit through the movies twice/ watching the same movies twice 

b.  The movie “ The Sound of Music”/ “ Sound of Music” 

     7. i – scorching         ii. escape 

 

 

        

 

 


